This editorial introduces the IJRR special issue for Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS) 2017. RSS 2017 took place on the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, MA, USA from July 12 to 14 and showcased 75 original papers, the largest selection to date at any RSS. This special issue presents a selection of 15 articles expanded and improved by the authors from their original forms presented at the conference.
The selection of papers in this special issue cover a wide range of algorithms to address core problems in robotics related to estimation, motion planning, control, and design optimization with applications to a variety of state-of-theart robot platforms.
Several papers in this special issue make new contributions to a rapidly growing literature focused on using nonlinear optimization to guide the design of motion and physical parameters for robots. Ha et al.'s article entitled ''Computational Co-Optimization of Design Parameters and Motion Trajectories for Robotic Systems'' outlines a method that connects trajectory optimization and robot design optimization using sensitivity analysis on locally optimal trajectories. Their experimental analysis includes simulated and physical robots that comprise a rich set of actuators and mechanisms.
Ayusawa and Yoshidas paper, ''Comprehensive Theory of Differential Kinematics and Dynamics towards Extensive Motion Optimization Framework,'' introduces the idea of the comprehensive motion transformation matrix, which can be used to speed up trajectory optimization algorithms by computing various Jacobian matrices in time linear in the number of robot degrees of freedom. In the article ''Simultaneous Self-Calibration and Navigation using Trajectory Optimization, ''Preiss et al. present an approach to perform collision free trajectory optimization, while actively exciting the system to estimate its kinematic and dynamic parameters using a cost function based on the extended empirical local observability Gramian.
Effective legged robots must cope gracefully with terrain uncertainty and variation. In their article entitled, ''Dynamic Bipedal Locomotion over Stochastic Discrete Terrain,'' Nguyen et al. propose a control strategy for dynamic bipedal locomotion that makes use of a periodic gait library to smoothly vary step length and step height using one step lookahead. Their planar walking experiments with the Atrias bipedal robot demonstrate an impressive range of step parameters while maintaining an average forward velocity of 0.6 m/s.
On the estimation front, Guizilini and Ramos examine the problem of continuous occupancy mapping building on their recently proposed Hilbert maps representation in ''Learning to Reconstruct 3D Structures for Occupancy Mapping from Depth and Color Information.'' By learning a neural network to predict a lower dimensional embedding of the scene, the system can fill in gaps of sensor data caused by sensor errors or occlusion. At the same time, the mapper produces higher detailed occupancy maps, while using a sparser memory representation compared to previous occupancy mapping approaches given the same data as input. Srivastan et al. present a filtering approach for full six degree of freedom pose estimation using a Bingham distribution to represent orientation uncertainty. The authors derive a linear observation function for surface points, normals, and full pose observations, enabling a fully linear filter.
Several papers explored the use of data-driven learning techniques to derive policies from demonstrations. The article, ''Data-driven planning via imitation learning'' demonstrates how search-based planning can be significantly sped up by learning an exploration policy to act as a heuristic. The authors propose using learning a policy to select which action to evaluate given its search history of observed states and actions by imitating an optimal search strategy.
Amresto et al. present an approach for learning incontact control policies for redundant robots in their article ''Constraint-aware Learning of Policies by Demonstration.'' By learning the control policy in the null space of the imposed task constraint, the robot can transfer the learned policy to new environment configurations by estimating the necessary task constraints in the new domain. Another paper from Desaraju et al., entitled ''Leveraging Experience for Robust, Adaptive NMPC on Computationally Constrained Systems with Time-Varying State Uncertainty,'' presents a robust variant of Experience-driven Predictive Control (EPC) that captures dynamic uncertainty via Gaussian belief propagation and chance constraints.
Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) algorithms aim to infer the cost functions being optimized by agents given observations of their behavior. However, the assumption that the agent chooses actions that maximize expected return fails to capture the fact that humans often choose actions in a risk-sensitive manner that also depends on the variance of performance. In their paper, ''Risk-sensitive Inverse Reinforcement Learning via Semi-and NonParametric Methods,'' Singh et al. propose a framework for risk-sensitive IRL based on coherent risk measures and show that their method is better able to capture driving strategies exhibited by human participants.
Another strong theme this year were methods for making formal statements about the performance of robots and the algorithms used to design controllers and trajectories. In their paper entitled, ''Provably Safe Robot Navigation with Obstacle Uncertainty,'' Axelrod et al. describe an approach for computing shadows around geometries in the robots environment so as to reason about geometric uncertainty during planning. Their framework provides a means of establishing risk bounds on navigation policies that are tighter than prior methods by computing bounds that are trajectory-specific, rather than attempting to reason about safe sets on the environment.
In their article Han et al. demonstrate how tabletop object rearrangement tasks reduce to well known NP-hard problems. Leveraging these results the authors show how algorithms that work well in practice on Euclidean traveling salesman problems can efficiently generate near-optimal object rearrangement plans.
Garrett et al. provide a framework for analyzing sample based planners for joint task and motion planning domains in the article, ''Sampling-Based Methods for Factored Task and Motion Planning.'' The authors propose and validate two domain independent, probabilistically complete planning algorithms that leverage the factored nature of the state space to perform efficiently.
The article ''Effective Metrics for Multi-Robot MotionPlanning'' by Atlias et al. contains an analysis of several sampling-based planning metrics that can be used for solving multi-robot motion planning problems. In addition to providing a overview and empirical comparison of different metrics, three of which were introduced as part of this work,
